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most likely because of the small sample size and causation cannot be determined. Finally, NR3C1 and FKBP5 genes were the most studied in 
human studies where they showed the strongest association between prenatal stress and epigenetic modifications. While, in animal studies, 




Conclusions: In conclusion, maternal prenatal stress could trigger epigenetic alterations in neonates in both animals and humans. This holistic 
review detailed and evaluated locus-specific and of studies exploring current knowledge about associations between maternal prenatal stress 
and in epigenetic changes.  
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Abbreviations used in this study in order of appearance:   
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5mC: 5 Methyl-cytosine   
PCR: polymerase chain reaction 
MSP-PCR: methylation-specific PCR 
HM450K: HumanMethylation450 
NGS: next-generation sequencing 
WGBS: whole-genome bisulfite sequencing 
MBD: methyl CpG-binding domain 
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 Introduction   
 
1.1 Prenatal stress  
Prenatal stress (PS) studies suggest that long-term exposure to stress throughout prenatal 
periods can lead to behavioral and developmental changes in offspring (Zhou et al., 2017). 
Stress makes people more vulnerable to cognitive disorders, but the underlying mechanisms 
are unknown (Carboni et al., 2010, Tsankova et al., 2006). The role of prenatal stress has 
been studied intensively in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) system development 
and hippocampus. The psychological facets of stress, such as the random nature of 
environmental and maternal behavior, have the greatest impact on the progeny's cognitive 
behavior. Prenatal stress, through altering pruning and development of synapses, can interfere 
with the normal development of the neural pathways that underpin cognition. Since prenatal 
stress can be unpredictable and the product of complicated genetic and environmental 
interactions, determining how certain prenatal life stressors can contribute to the pathology of 
various psychiatric disorders in human beings has been a significant challenge. Previous 
reviews have discordant results and that is in part because of the variability of prenatal 
exposure to stress. Not everyone who experiences stress develops psychological or 
physiological changes throughout their life, some might develop endurance or resilience 
(Cheong, Sinnott, Dahly & Kearney, 2017). Understanding the underlying processes may 
help to identify new therapeutic goals for cognitive disorders. Prenatal stress occurs during 
pregnancy where the mother is subjected to behavioural or physiological stress because of 
everyday life activities or environmental challenges. Exposure to prenatal stress can lead to 
neurodevelopmental conditions in early adolescence (Hosseini Sharif Abad and Sabahi, 
2014). Early research studies proposed that prenatal maternal stress can be detrimental to the 
child's psychological and physiological state in early life and adulthood (Oates, 2002). 
Additional consequences of maternal stress on offspring involve decreased HPA activity, 
puberty-onset depression, and child asthma occurrence (Van den Bergh et al., 2005; Cookson 
et al., 2009). Studies have shown that disruptions in the maternal hormonal stress system are 
transferred to the fetus via the placenta. As a result, placental abnormalities will impair the 
growth and development of offspring, ultimately impairing cognitive development and 
functional stability (Bronson and Bale, 2016). Prenatal stress can trigger preterm labour, 
which has been associated with cerebral palsy, developmental disorders, and low birth weight 
(Black et al., 2013, Abedi et al., 2017). According a survey, PS is was estimated to affect 
33% to 37% of individuals in the U.K. and about 5% to 7% in Sweden (Woods et al., 2010). 
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During pregnancy, maternal stress hormones can affect the brain growth of the fetus and the 
development of the uterus, thus resulting in detrimental effects. The adverse consequences 
may result from multiple factors such as, the mother's stress level and the pregnancy itself, as 
well as the fetal environment.  Researchers hypothesize how the fetus can have certain, 
though not all, defense mechanisms such as early life programming because of maternal 
stress hormone exposure (Welberg LA; Seckl JR, 2012). One example is placental 
hydroxysteroid 11-Beta Dehydrogenase 2 (11β -HSD2) which is hypothesized to have 
protective effects on the fetus from maternal glucocorticoid (GR) levels which has harmful 
effects on development (Meyer, 1985). When the 11β -HSD2 gene is non-functional because 
of certain factors, many maternal stress hormones can reach the embryo, thus affecting the 
development and disrupting the growth of the fetus and tissue production (Maccari, 2010). 
An animal study in rats has shown that when a disrupted gene function of placental 11β -
HSD2 was induced, the rats exhibited a higher incidence of hypertension and hyperglycemia 
in later life (Govindaraj et al., 2017). Prenatal depression has been shown to be linked with 
higher risks of developing hypoglycemia, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and diabetes, as well 
as other health complications (Lindsay et al., 1996). Other studies also attributed this 
hypertension and hypoglycemia to low birth weight and prenatal stress (Lima et al., 2018). 
As a result, the study suggested that prenatal stress could be a link between these disorders 
and low birth weight (Guzeloglu-Kayisli et al., 2021). Educating people about the dangers of 
prenatal stress and the physical consequences of stress may help to reduce these risks. The 
level of stress during a woman's pregnancy can influence brain growth and can predispose the 
offspring to develop a dysregulated stress response system (Welberg and Seckl, 2014, 


























Prenatal stress has been associated with neurogenesis disturbances throughout adulthood. Rat 
pups that are subjected to prenatal stress exhibited irreversible behavioral and neurobiological 
disorders (Aguilera, Fernández, Muñoz, & Fraga, 2010). They also displayed alterations in 
glutamatergic neurotransmission, glucocorticoid receptors, and adhesive proteins (Maccari 
2010). Throughout the end of the breastfeeding period, any momentary stress that is 
experienced by the mother can have permanent effects on the offspring's neurodevelopment 
(Vidal et al., 2014). Studies have found that stress exposure during pregnancy can affect 
neurogenesis in rodents and primates and hinder their ability to grow hippocampal neurons 
later on (Leuner & Sabihi, 2016). It is unclear which pathways cause long-or maintain slow 
neurogenesis during postnatal growth, but cortisol is involved (Glasper, Morton, & Gould, 
2010). In terms of pathways, likely, elevated corticosterone levels and disturbed maternal 
behavior in response to prenatal stress correspond to the permanent effects manifested in the 










Figure (1) Schematic representation of the pathway of Prenatal stress and its effects 
on physiology and behaviour (modified from Coussons-Read, 2013). 
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1.2 Epigenetics of Prenatal stress  
Prenatal stress is defined as a pregnant mother's exposure to psychological or physical stress, which 
can be induced by ordinary life situations or environmental changes (Liu, Erdei, & Mittal, 2021). 
Because of hormonal changes, genetic and environmental factors, pregnant women experience high 
sensitivity to emotions, it is estimated that around 10-20% of women experience psychological 
issues during the late gestation (Brown et al. 2009). Studies have recently revealed that changes in 
methylation levels on promotors of serotonin transporter genes and glucocorticoid receptors, 
besides enhancers, have been linked to prenatal maternal susceptibility to depression which is 
manifested in the DNA of the fetus (Nemoda & Szyf, 2017). However, the underlying molecular 
mechanisms are still unclear, and more research is needed to further understand the connection 
between environmental stress, epigenome, and genome. It is hypothesized that epigenetic 
modifications can alter the offspring's stress system through prenatal exposure to stress through the 
placenta or other mechanisms (Jensen Peña, Monk, & Champagne, 2012). Prenatal stress has been 
shown to cause increased DNA methylation in the placenta at various cytosine 5′ to guanine, 
separated by a phosphodiester bond (CpG) region in the 11β-HSD2 gene promoter (Jensen Pea, 
Monk, & Champagne, 2012). Because the immune system is so important in the stress response, it 
is no surprise that some studies have documented multiple immunoregulatory genes that have been 
methylated under stress, such as FK506 Binding Protein 5 (FKBP5), which is associated with the 
glucocorticoid pathway and is important in arousal in newborns (Paquette et al. 2014). A study has 
revealed that during prenatal stress exposure, FKBP5 was highly methylated, which could predict 
the consequences in newborns (Monk et al., 2016). Another animal study has documented highly 
methylated genes (i.e., Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) and glutamate decarboxylase 1 
(GAD1) that are crucial to the development of the prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus 
under the influence of prenatal stress (Dwyer & Ross, 2017). Another study proposed that the 
placenta is important in mediating prenatal stress and its effects on the fetus (O'Donnell et al. 2009; 
Janssen et al. 2016). Along with this suggestion, animals (Mairesse et al. 2007; Jensen Pena et al. 
2012) and human studies (O'Donnell et al. 2012; Blakeley et al. 2013; Reynolds et al. 2015) have 
shown the association between prenatal stress and disrupted function of the placenta. Since the 
central organ responsible for behavioral and physiological responses to life stressors is the brain, it 
also contributes to pathophysiology when it is overburdened and overused. Long-lasting effects on 
the brain can be caused through epigenetic mechanisms after a stressful event (Ladd et al., 1996; 
Meany et al., 1989; Plotsky and Meaney, 1993). It is hypothesized that early life stress alters brain 
structure by affecting synaptic pruning, synaptic overproduction, receptors, and neurogenesis 
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(Teicher et al. 2006). Epigenetic changes caused by early life stress are often seen on regulatory 
chromatin sites. Glial cell functioning and synaptic plasticity are affected by epigenetic changes 
that are caused by early life stress (Hamilton & Rhodes, 2015). It is hypothesized that these 
changes lead to large disturbances of neuronal networks in neuropsychiatric disorders. The 
underlying genetic and epigenetic mechanisms are still unknown, which makes diagnosis 
exceedingly difficult (Pechtel and Pizzagalli, 2010). Research in prenatal stress exposure has 
shown a strong connection to several psychiatric diseases, including severe depression, post-
traumatic stress disorder, and major bipolar disorder (Babicola et al., 2021). Stress is a complicated 
process that manifests in a broad range of physiological effects, ranging from epigenetic changes to 
inflammatory responses to a dysregulated hypothalamic-pituitary system, therefore complicating 
the role of discovering biomarkers could possibly be correlated with psychiatric disorders (Syed & 
Nemeroff, 2017). Although the mechanisms underlying stress and its long-lasting effects on 
cognitive function are still not clear, evidence has shown a potential role for epigenetic 
modifications (Weaver et al., 2005). Epigenetic regulation prepares genes for future environmental 
responses which allow adaptation to variations in environmental conditions (Eckhardt et al, 2006). 
In cases of differences between early and later life environments, this adaptive epigenetic response 
can increase pathological risks. Several human and rodent studies have shown that phases of the 
early environment can cause intense physical and mental developmental changes which can lead to 
altered cognition, behavior, and mood (Song et al., 2012). Epigenetics is the study of gene 
expression changes that occur throughout development and are influenced by the environment 
(Berger et al., 2009). The most studied epigenetic modifications that are involved in regulating 
dynamic gene expression throughout stress are DNA methylation and histone modifications which 
help pack the DNA into chromatin (Tsankova et al., 2007). DNA Accessibility is controlled by 
epigenetic modifications which regulate gene expression. Genes that are accessible get transcribed 
but in inaccessible genes are silenced (Szyf et al., 2005). This process enables the combination of 
the environmental entrance to the genome, which facilitates adaptation (McGowan et al., 2009). 
The chromatin state is highly influenced by letters such as maternal care and stress. Gene activation 
and inactivation alter protein production, which can affect behavioral and physiological states; over 
time, these changes accumulate within the organism, causing cellular changes that can be passed 
down from parent to offspring (Roth et al., 2009) and therefore, contribute to changes in arginine 
vasopressin and corticotropin releasing hormone expression levels due to stress. Epigenetic 
modifications mediate fundamental stress response elements (Stankiewicz, Swiergiel, & Lisowski, 
2013). Meaney's groundbreaking work (Meaney, 2001) was the first to show that maternal care 
affects the methylation level of offspring. 
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 The impact of early life and environmental stressors on methylation levels of glucocorticoid genes 
was investigated by (Weaver et al., 2004) where it was shown that GR receptors are feedback 
modulators of the HPA system as they are essential to maintaining a homeostatic response to stress 
(Tsigos and Chrousos, 2002). One study (Francis and Meaney, 1999) showed that adult rats who 
were deprived of maternal care (i.e. grooming and nursing) as pups had low hippocampus 
concentrations of GR and high stress levels. Another behavioral study using maternal separation in 
rodents (Kember et al., 2012) reported male pups that were subjected to maternal deprivation 
showed cognitive impairment when exploring a maze which was induced by high methylation 
levels of the CRH (corticotropin-releasing hormone) gene that handles stress response regulation. 
According to Own et al. (Own et al., 2013), maternal separation in mice pups is also associated 
with enhanced SLC6A4 (serotonin transporter) gene methylation levels, SLC6A4 gene is a 
modulator of the serotoninergic system in the stress response (Lesch 2011). Young adults who have 
been subjected to prenatal and postnatal stress had similar epigenetic modifications (Provenzi et al., 
2016). The two main pathways in humans that are highly susceptible to epigenetic changes were 
found to be the serotoninergic pathway and the HPA system (Vreeburg et al., 2009). The effects of 
childhood trauma on brain health are intensively studied and there are various mechanisms that link 
trauma-related inflammation to the development of brain health (Dranovsky et al., 2011,Howren et 
al., 2009). 
 
1.2.1 The HPA system 
 
  The HPA axis is triggered by stress throughout 
development which can generate long-lasting molecular 
and cellular hippocampal changes, consequently resulting 
in neurobehavioral changes later in life (Cuadra et al., 
1999, Dunn and Swiergiel, 2008, Gardner et al., 2009). 
When an individual encounters a stressful event, the 
autonomic nervous system triggers a "fight-or-or-flight" 
reflex". Therefore, the HPA axis must be tightly 
controlled to maintain stress mechanisms under 
balance. Areas in the brain such as the paraventricular 
nucleus (PN) react to a stressor through the release of 
neuropeptides, arginine vasopressin (AVP), and 
corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH). The anterior pituitary gland regulates growth, lactation, 
Figure (2) The HPA stress system. . In the parvocellular neurons of the 
paraventricular nucleus, the neuropeptides corticotrophin-releasing hormone 
(CRH) and arginine vasopressin (AVP) are produced. The simultaneous 
release of CRH and AVP into blood vessels stimulates anterior pituitary 
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secretion and adrenal corticosteroids. 
The glucocorticoid receptor inhibitory effects oppose the HPA axis impact 
on the anterior pituitary gland, hippocampus, and hypothalamus. Image modified 
from https://www.healthrising.org/blog/2020/06/18/cortisol-fibromyalgia-chronic-fatigue-syndrome-neuroinflammation/  
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and reproduction. It releases adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) to produce cortisol in humans 
and animals. AVP is a growth factor, antidiuretic, and produces peripheral vascular 
vasoconstriction. It also involves cognition, tolerance, adaptability, and complicated sexual and 
maternal behaviour, and regulation of cardiovascular and water excretion (Salata, Jarrett, Verbalis, 
& Robinson, 1988).  
When the stress mechanism is no longer activated, a negative feedback loop through GR guarantees 
a homeostatic balance (Fig. 2). Negative feedback systems may become downregulated with acute 
stress and abnormal HPA activation is one of the most often noted neuroendocrine signs of severe 
depression. Holsboer, 2000). Prolonged or chronic stress in early childhood leads to increased 
glucocorticosteroid production by the HPA axis (Gonzalez, 2013). Rodent studies show stressors 
can have medium-to-long-term effects on HPA activity and behavior by modifying neuropeptide 
expression (Kall, Just & Aschner, 2016). Herman et al. (2003) argues that areas in the limbic 
system cause a predictive stress response which is critical for regulating the HPA axis. 
 
1.2.2 Epigenetic mechanisms 
 
 
1.2.3 DNA methylation  
 
 The addition of a methyl group (CH3) on the DNA at a CpG site is referred to as DNA 
methylation and it plays an important role in gene silencing and gene expression regulation 
(Irizarry et al, 2009). Therefore, enhancers and promoters that are active are normally not 
methylated but become inactive once they are methylated (Moore et al., 2012). DNA structure and 
function are changed once a methyl group is inserted (McCoy et al., 2016). Two outcomes are 
likely to occur when DNA and a methyl group are attached: 1) DNA binding of transcription 
factors are directly blocked or 2) interference with transcription factor accessibility is induced by 
factors that are attached to methylated or unmethylated DNA (Shen et al, 2007). Most CpGs (70-
80%) are methylated, and about 85% are found in repetitive sequences known as transposons, 
which account for roughly half of the human genome (Meissner et al, 2008). And the other 15% are 
found within Guanine cytosine-rich regions known as CpG islands comprising over 500 base pairs. 
In transcriptionally active genes, there seems to be a higher methylation level on CpG islands 
compared to DNA methylated silencing in enhancers and promoters (Sharifi-Zarchi et al., 2017). It 
could also imply that DNA methylations are involved in regulating transcription. There are three 
types of DNA methyltransferases DNMTs where each one has a specific function. DNMT1 is a 
maintenance enzyme that detects DNA that is semi-methylated, and it starts methylating replicated 
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daughter strands on cytosine sites. De novo methylases are DNMT3a and DNMT3b which target 
unmethylated DNA (Pradhan et al, 1999). 
 
 
1.2.4 Histone modifications 
 
The DNA is wrapped around histone proteins to form nucleosomes which fold into compact 
chromatin (Martin et al., 2004). There are two major ways through which histone modifications 
occur. The first one includes direct chromatin structure modifications. The second one involves the 
regulation of effector binding molecules (Bannister & Kouzarides, 2011). The key indicator for an 
active chromatin form is histone acetylation, while histone methylation can either activate or 
silence genes. Chromatin remodelling would not be deemed possible without specific regulating 
enzymes involved. These marks are deposited on the histone tails by specific enzymes that modify 
histone  such as histone deacetylases (HDACs), histone acetyltransferases (HATs), histone 
methyltransferases (HMTs), and histone demethylases (HDMs) (Unnikrishnan et al., 2010). HATs 
change the N terminal of histone proteins by adding an acetyl group and HDACs remove an acetyl 
group. HMTs methylate histone tails while HDMs remove methyl groups from histone tails (Dion 
et al., 2005). These modifications are essential for chromatin remodeling. When chromatin is in an 
accessible open state, it is referred to as euchromatin, while the closed densely packed form is 
known as heterochromatin (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001). Recruitment of histone enzymes is 
accomplished by transcription factors (TF) interactions which detect and bind to specific gene 
sequences (Alyamani & Murgatroyd, 2018). 
 
   1.2.5 Noncoding RNA 
Studies have shown that about 2% of the human genome is translated into proteins while the rest is 
only transcribed. Some of these non-translated parts of the genome are known as non-coding RNA 
which function in gene expression regulation such as posttranslational and transcriptional 
modifications. Noncoding RNAs are separated into two further groups, which are long ncRNAs that 
are over 200 nucleotides and short ncRNAs which are less than 30 nucleotides long. Short ncRNAs 
have 3 dominant classes, which are micro RNAs (miRNAs), short interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and 
piwi-interacting RNAs (piRNAs). Both major groups have been shown to regulate gene silencing, 
histone modifications, formation of heterochromatin, and DNA methylation (Denis, Ndlovu & Fuks, 
2011) (Yuan et al., 2011). 
 
 














Figure (3) An algorithm-generated illustration for selecting suitable methods of various epigenetic 
codes. The methods used to analyse DNA methylation 5mC (blue), histone modifications (orange) 
varied according to the design and purpose of the study. 
Image modified from (Li, 2021) using biorender. 
  
1.3.1 DNA methylation methods  
 A) Locus specific DNA methylation methods  
As technological advances have boomed over the past 20 years, methods of DNA methylation 
detection at different levels and dimensions have been well established. Therefore, it is vital to 
choose the most suitable method to use when trying to answer a specific research question. The 
DNA bisulfite procedure, invented in the early 1900s, is widely regarded as an indispensable 
method for determining the methylation state of the DNA (Tang, 2019). Bisulfite Conversion 
is a procedure in which genomic DNA is denatured and treated with sodium bisulfite. This 
method allows the removal of cytosine residues and leaves 5-methylcytosine residues intact 
which allows 5mCs to be separated from non-methylated cytosines (Leontiou et al., 2015). 
Bisulfite treatment-based DNA methylation analysis enables the identification of 5mC at single 
specific regions on the DNA. Several methods have been suggested for detecting DNA 
methylation levels that are unique to a particular locus, such as subcloning sequencing, direct 
bisulfite polymerase chain reaction (PCR) sequencing, pyrosequencing analysis, and 
methylation-specific PCR (MSP-PCR). The MSP method uses DNA that is already bisulfite 
converted into a probe for consequent PCR procedures for the determination of locus-specific 
methylation status by using forward and reverse primers to distinguish between methylated and 
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unmethylated DNA. Pyrosequencing-based DNA methylation analysis can provide 
reproducible and precise quantification of the methylation status of a gene of interest with high 
quantitative resolution following amplification using PCR. (Li, 2021). Pyrosequencing is 
considered an effective, rapid, and accurate method that can process about 96 bisulfite-
converted DNA samples in approximately 4 hours every run. Pyrophosphate is released upon 
every incorporated and added nucleotide, then is converted into a light signal through 
luciferase. (Zhao & Bapat, 2016). Pyrosequencing allows measuring the methylation status of 
CpG regions of a PCR resulting product which is generated after bisulfite treatment through 
primers that bind to either methylated or unmethylated regions. It is based on the primer 
extension and the release of pyrophosphate which undergoes bioluminometrical quantification 
through a Pyrosequencer such as (QIAGEN) (Hattori & Ushijima, 2011). 
 
 
B. Genome-wide profiling of DNA methylation  
 
DNA methylation can lead to dynamic, sequence-dependent, and trans-generationally heritable 
changes in the DNA methylation patterns of tissues (Yong et al., 2016). The most common 
experimental techniques used in genome wide profiling constitute bisulfite conversion, affinity 
enrtichment and enzyme digestion figure (3) and figure (4) (Laird, 2010). Therefore, the 
distribution of methylated genes in the DNA can help enhance our understanding of important 
complex biological processes. Genome-wide detection of DNA methylated genes is made 
possible through first, reduced representation bisulfite sequencing, hybridization-based 
microarray (Illumina HumanMethylation450-HM450K) theHM450K device can accommodate 
over 450,000 CpG methylated regions, EPIC Illumina microarray with approx. 900 000 is the 
latest , or high throughput next-generation sequencing analysis (NGS) as whole-genome 


















Figure (4) The most frequently used techniques for analysing DNA methylation at the 
genome-wide level. 
A. The procedures can require fragmenting genomic DNA using restriction enzymes or ultra-
sonication. Before testing the genomic DNA using a microarray or next-generation 
sequencing tool, the DNA may be exposed to bisulfite conversion, antibody enrichment, 
methyl CpG-binding domain proteins (MBD) enrichment, or ten-eleven translocation family 
of proteins (TET) oxidation.  
B. Single-cell DNA methylation study, which requires the isolation of individual cells, enables 
the estimation of heterogenous methylated cell populations, while other genome-wide 
methylation methods which use pooled cell heterogeneous populations can not distinguish 
diverse methylated regions. 5mC is represented by blue concrete circles, while Cytosine is 
represented by hollowed concrete dots. The image got from (Yong, Hsu, & Chen. 2016) 
(Yong, Hsu, & Chen, 2016). 
 
1.3.2 Epigenetic Methods used for histone modifications. 
To determine histone modifications on the DNA, it's crucial to look at the number of 
modifications present, and regulatory proteins such as transcription factors. To identify histone 
modifications, chromatin is often cross-linked to specific antibodies for the targeted cation 
such as tri-methylation at the 4th lysine residue of the histone H3 protein (H3K4me) and then 
the changed fragments immune-precipitate which are eventually collected for preparation of a 
sequencing library. Later, chromatin immunoprecipitation next-generation sequencing (ChIP-
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seq) uses DNA molecules to detect the genomic region of a protein. This same principle can 
apply to localizing variants of histone modifications (Zhang et al., 2005; Barski et al., 2007). 
ChIP is the most conventionally applied method for the quantification of chromatin interaction 
patterns and modifications. Figure (5, B). The ChIP assay uses antibodies that detect certain 
histone alteration markers of epigenetic modulators in combination with specific DNA 
fragments, allowing locus-specific roles of post-translational modifications or transcriptional 
factor complexes to be assigned. ChIP accompanied by traditional PCR or quantitative real-
time PCR (qRT-PCR) will show enrichments of specific histone modifications or the binding 
capacity of a remodeling complex to a specific DNA regulatory region Figure (5, B). when the 
modifications aren't specified, sequencing-based ChIP approaches like ChIP-chip or ChIP-seq 
may analyze any events with protein to DNA binding and histone modifications that take place 














Figure (5) Profiling of Histone modifications  
A. Techniques used to detect histone modifications include Immunoprecipitation methods which are 
accompanied either with NGS or Microarrays (Kimura, 2013)  

















1.3.3 Epigenetic methods used for ncRNAs 
Next-generation approaches that perform whole transcript amplification have increased the 
specificity and sensitivity of ncRNA identification at single-nucleotide resolutions because of 
their lack of need for target probe hybridization which is often used in microarray (Jung et al., 
2010) (Zhou et al., 2011). Most methods that isolate RNA often use long noncoding RNA 
(lncRNAs) in transcription experiments, while for short ncRNAs, amplification and extraction 
are usually necessary. 
A. Techniques used for small ncRNAs 
Noncoding RNA quantifying methods are now well developed which include analysis using 
(qRT-PCR), hybridization microarray, and high throughput next-generation RNA sequencing. 
Real-time PCR uses commercial kits that have transcription primers that are stem looped for 3 
'templates which provide accurate, simple, and sensitive ncRNA quantification. The ability of 
noncoding RNAs to function with various proteins, transcription factors, DNA, and RNA 
provides a major advantage for high throughput sequencing. A method that has been used to 
identify functional protein-RNA interactions is high-throughput sequencing of RNA isolates 
through crosslinking immunoprecipitation (HITS-CLIP).While interactions between 
microRNA and mRNAs are profiled using ligation of non-coding RNAs (LIGR-seq) can be 
used as potential targets and biomarkers for various pathologies. 
 
Figure (6) Noncoding RNA epigenetic profiling  
 
RAP: RNA antisense purification, ChiRP: Chromatin Isolation through RNA Purification, qRT-PCR: quantitative real-time polymerase chain 
reaction, CHART: Capture hybridization analysis of RNA targets, RIP-seq: RNA immunoprecipitation sequencing, HITS-CLIP: High-throughput 
sequencing of RNA isolated by crosslinking immunoprecipitation, and LIGR-seq: ligation of noncoding RNAs sequencing. Image modified from 
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B. Techniques for long ncRNAs  
Long noncoding RNAs are usually over 200 bp. Poly (A) tail presence plays a crucial role in 
lncRNA isolation (Bertrand-Lehouillier, Legault, & McGraw, 2019). LncRNAs can be identified 
using standardized quantitative RT-PCR only if they have a poly (A) tail. Other high throughput 
methods aim to globally profile long ncRNAs. For example, Capture Hybridisation Analysis of RNA 
targets (CHART) and Chromatin isolation by RNA purification (ChIRP) are techniques that can be 
used to identify long non-gene bound regions in DNA.; the RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) method, 
RIP-seq, and RIP-chip are used to detect protein interactions with RNA; and RNA antisense 
purification (RAP) is used to map the location of RNAs, and this technique is often coupled by 
bioinformatics methods and datasets so that researchers can easily be able to characterize and define 
specific functions for long ncRNAs. Long ncRNA research methods and applications in biomedicine 
and clinical settings have the potential to contribute to a better understanding of the potential 
functions of these molecules in different biological processes. (Deangelis, Farrington, & Tollefsbol, 
2008). 
 
1.4 Study questions and hypothesis  
 
Previous reviews have discordant results, and that is in part because of the variability of stress. Not 
everyone who experiences stress develops psychological or physiological changes throughout their 
life, some might develop endurance or resilience (Cheong, Sinnott, Dahly & Kearney, 2017). 
When researchers understand the connection between epigenetics and prenatal stress, they may 
explain the pathology of many diseases. Understanding the underlying processes may help to 
identify new therapeutic goals for cognitive disorders. This review is an addition to the body of 
literature available. By identifying and summarizing the current findings relating prenatal stress 
exposure to DNA methylation, histone modifications, and non-coding RNA modifications, it is 
expected to find that there is a strong association between epigenetic modifications and in utero 
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The research questions are: 
 
 Is there an association between epigenetics and prenatal stress? t has been hypothesized that the 
development of epigenetic mechanisms that regulate the expression of genes during early life 
stages can also contribute to the phenotypic consequences of stress.  (Szyf, 2019).  
 
What kind of epigenetic mechanisms (i.e., DNA methylation, histone modifications, and 
noncoding RNA) have been studied and known to be involved in prenatal stress exposure, and 
how much is currently known about the mechanisms? It has been proposed that prenatal and 
postnatal environmental conditions can trigger DNA methylation changes which can facilitate 
epigenetic programming of crucial stress regulating genes which could manifest with 
neuroendocrine and behavioral symptoms throughout adulthood (Murgatroyd & Spengler, 2011).  
 
What methods and studies are currently being used in epigenetics (i.e., locus and genome-wide 
association studies), and what are the genes involved that are being studied that relate to prenatal 
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2. Methods  
2.1. Protocol  
The protocol of this systematic review followed "The Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic reviews and Meta-Analysis" (PRISMA) when applicable (Liberati et al., 
2009). Eligible criteria, search strategy, study selection, data collection, and evaluation 
of limitations and biases were defined and performed according to PRISMA under the 
PICo protocol for qualitative reviews. Prenatal stress was defined to be inclusive of only 
psychological stressors.  
 
2.2. Eligibility criteria  
Studies were included from (1974-2021) with the following inclusion requirements: a) 
papers presented in peer-reviewed journals and written in English c) nonduplicate studies 
d) animal and human studies e) the study included a valid measure of epigenetic changes 
that were associated with environmental stressors in prenatal periods f) study evaluated 
if epigenetic changes were correlated with prenatal stress exposure g) Clinical studies 
relevant to the research questions were included h) Candidate gene studies, locus and 
genome/epigenome-wide association studies were included i) Articles that showed 
results from one of the following topics of Epigenetics & prenatal stress: neurobiology 
and diseases, neuroscience, biological psychiatry, genetics, life sciences, medicine, 
behavioral brain research, biochemistry & molecular biology, and psycho-
neuroendocrinology. This study Followed the PICo protocol: a) Population: Human and 
Animal Studies that are exposed to prenatal stress, b) Intervention: Analyze the methods 
used and epigenetic gene changes that are associated with prenatal maternal stress, c) 
Context: Document different results between human and animal studies and compare the 
methods used in each study, and d) Outcome. · Articles that were excluded were: a) 
Systematic Reviews b) Reviews c) Meta-analysis d) unpublished manuscripts and 
conference abstracts e) Books and documents f) Duplicates g) studies that were not in 
English h) Studies that did not match the population and epigenetic methods in prenatal 
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2.3. Search procedure  
This systematic review was based on a literature search which was done on June 
4th,2021 using PubMed, Medline, and google scholar to identify the animal and human 
studies with no period restriction that focused on epigenetics and prenatal stress. The 
search term was: "Epigenetics and prenatal stress NOT review" with no additional filters. 
Grey literature was scanned for related articles. To ensure that all-important articles were 
found, the articles found during the initial search were scanned for valid references, and 
the gray literature using google scholar yielded 20 extra articles.  
 
2.4. Study selection  
The literature search resulted in 394 articles in PubMed/MEDLINE, and additional 20 
articles through gray literature by scanning references of related articles. After the 
removal of duplicates and reviews, altogether 312 records were screened by abstract and 
title. After this first screening, 206 records were excluded. The 106 remaining records 
were screened again based on full text, where 47 articles were excluded. Therefore, the 
last stage included 59 articles in total. A PRISMA (2020) based flowchart for the study 
selection can be seen in Figure (7) below. 
 
 2.5. Data extraction  
Fifty-nine articles were included at the end were screened for extraction through the 
Rayyan website for analyzing systematic reviews and divided into categories animal 
studies, Human studies, and subcategories based on the methods used: GWAS study or 
locus-specific study. 
 
2.6. Data analysis  
Study selection was limited to human and animal studies. Lastly, a meta-analysis of the 
relevant literature was not completed for two primary reasons: 1) Methylation levels of 
DNA were quantified differently across studies (e.g., percent methylation vs. full/no 
methylation), and 2) the measurement of CpG sites within genes examined in each study 
was not consistent, making comparisons across studies difficult. Taking these factors 
into account, a qualitative review provides an efficient review of the literature, and effect 
sizes are reported when available. 
 
 





























                       











Table 1 and Table 2 present the 59 full-text articles with study information for each one besides 
supplementary tables 1 and 2. All the studies focused mainly on psychological stress. Thirty 
studies were human studies and 29 were animal studies including rat, mouse, and bovine 
studies.  

































































 Abbreviations in order:NR3C1 (Nuclear Receptor Subfamily 3 Group C Member 1), BDNF (Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor), IGF2 (Insulin-Like Growth Factor 
2), NR3C2 (Nuclear Receptor Subfamily 3, Group C, Member 2), AVP (Arginine Vasopressin), FKBP5 (FKBP Prolyl Isomerase 5), HSD11B2 (Hydroxysteroid 11-Beta 
Dehydrogenase 2), SLC6A4 (Solute Carrier Family 6 Member 4), DRD4 (Dopamine Receptor D4), OXTR (Oxytocin Receptor), LTA (Lymphotoxin Alpha), NFKBIA 
(NFKB Inhibitor Alpha), PIK3CD (Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-Bisphosphate 3-Kinase Catalytic Subunit), SCG5 (Secretogranin V), PC2 (Proprotein convertase 2), 
NFKB2 (Nuclear Factor Kappa B Subunit 2), CCDC114 (Coiled-Coil Domain Containing 114), KLF6 (Kruppel Like Factor 6), TBR1 (T-Box Brain Transcription 
Factor 1), IGF1 (Insulin Like Growth Factor 1), NMUR1/2 (Neuromedin U Receptor 1/2), GNA11 (G Protein Subunit Alpha 11), CACNB4 (Calcium Voltage-Gated 
Channel Auxiliary Subunit Beta 4), PPP3R1 (Protein Phosphatase 3 Regulatory Subunit B, Alpha), NFATC3 (Nuclear Factor Of Activated T Cells 3), CRBN 
(Cereblon), MDFIC (MyoD Family Inhibitor Domain Containing) 
 
Table 2 Summary of Animal studies 
 






3.1 Association found between epigenetics and prenatal stress 
In animal subjects, twenty-six studies disclosed a significant association between epigenetic 
alterations and fetal stress, three documented an association and merely one showed negative results. 
While in human studies, seventeen studies revealed a clear significant association between prenatal 
stress and epigenetics, eight documented a small relation and five showed a negative association. 
3.1.1 Human studies. 
In a follow-up study, (Cao-Lei et al., 2014) found that aim maternal distress was correlated with 
DNA methylation levels in 1675 CG sites that along with 957 changes in genes related to immune 
function. Another study by (Oberlander et al., 2008) found that the methylation status of the NR3C1 
gene in newborns is highly susceptible to prenatal maternal mood shifts. Project ice storm conducted 
several studies related to prenatal maternal stress where (Cao-Lei et al., 2015) found that prenatal 
maternal stress was correlated with genes methylated that are involved in type 1 and type 2 diabetes 
pathways. A birth cohort (Braithwaite, Kundakovic, Ramchandani, Murphy, & Champagne, 2015) 
discovered that manifestations of prenatal depression led to a significant methylation increase in 
NR3C1 1F gene in male newborns and predicted BDNF decreased DNA methylation in female and 
male infants. A genome-wide association study (Non, Binder, Kubzansky, & Michels, 2014) 
identified small DNA methylation changes in 42 CpG sites in neonates that were exposed to non-
medicated depression or anxiety in contrast to controls. (Vangeel et al., 2015) provided additional 
evidence that prenatal maternal stress can affect DNA methylation of imprinted genes such as IGF2 
and GNASXL. A descriptive cohort (Santos et al., 2021) discovered a correlation between maternal 
exposure to various psychosocial measures and established several interactions with DNA 
methylation and discrimination. An epigenome-wide study in Norway (Wikenius et al., 2019) 
revealed no association between maternal exposure to depression and neonatal DNA methylation 
levels. A locus-specific DNA methylation study (Perroud et al., 2014) established that post-traumatic 
stress disorder in pregnant mothers was associated with high methylation levels on the NR3C1 exon 
1 F promoter region. Another descriptive study (Montoya-Williams et al., 2017) noticed a strong 
association (P = 0.0027) between the birth weight of newborns and IGF2 and PC2 gene methylation 
in the mother's blood. One longitudinal study which studied psychosocial stress Found a significant 
association between AVP methylation and sleep disorders throughout pregnancy and after 
Abbreviations in order: DNMT1a (DNA Methyltransferase 1), DNMT3a (DNA Methyltransferase 3 Alpha), PDLIM5 (PDZ And LIM Domain 5), TrkB (Tropomyosin receptor 
kinase B),CRH (Corticotropin Releasing Hormone), OPRK1 (Opioid Receptor Kappa 1), OPRM1 (Opioid Receptor Mu 1), PENK (Proenkephalin), POMC 
(Proopiomelanocortin), TH (Tyrosine Hydroxylase), DRD1 (Dopamine Receptor D1), DRD5 (Dopamine Receptor D5), COMT (Catechol-O-Methyltransferase), HTR6 (5-
Hydroxytryptamine Receptor 6), HTR5A (5-Hydroxytryptamine Receptor 5A), GABRA4 (Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid Type A Receptor Subunit Alpha4), GABRQ (Gamma-
Aminobutyric Acid Type A Receptor Subunit Theta), GAD2 (Glutamate Decarboxylase 2), SLC5A2 (Solute Carrier Family 5 Member 2), JPH2 (Junctophilin 2), SIGLEC15 
(Sialic Acid Binding Ig Like Lectin 15), GSC (Goosecoid Homeobox),  IGFBP1 (Insulin Like Growth Factor Binding Protein 1),  LRATD1 (LRAT Domain Containing 
1),  CXADR (CXADR Ig-Like Cell Adhesion Molecule),  CLMP (CXADR Like Membrane Protein),  Gad1 (Glutamate Decarboxylase 1), OGT (O-Linked N-Acetylglucosamine 
(GlcNAc) Transferase), Dazap1 (DAZ Associated Protein 1), Neurod1 (Neuronal Differentiation 1) 
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pregnancy. A clinical examination (Trump et al., 2016) demonstrated that significant levels of stress 
throughout pregnancy was associated with an increased risk for recurrent wheezing in children until 
the age of five, and most methylated areas were associated with Wnt signaling/ calcium pathway in 
children which is a crucial developmental pathway for lung maturation during gestation. (Vangeel et 
al., 2017) represented that anxiety throughout pregnancy is associated with distinct DNA methylation 
patterns in newborns and with GABBR1 being the most noteworthy as it is associated with infant 
cortisol levels or HPA axis stress response. Furthermore, (Grasso et al., 2020) demonstrated that 
trauma-related symptoms in pregnancy showed allele-specific associations of FKBP5 methylation 
patterns, however in mothers carrying stress-sensitive CT and TT genotypes, there was a negative 
correlation between maternal FKBP5 methylation and maternal PTSD symptoms. In contrast to CC 
homozygotic infant genotype as it presented a clear correlation between FKBP5 methylation and 
maternal PTSD symptoms.One of the most common genes found related to prenatal stress is the 
insulin/like growth factor 2 (IGF2/H19) decreased DNA methylation in newborns after exposure to 
maternal anxiety particularly in females and neonates with small birth weight. It has been shown that 
IGF2/H19 are imprinted candidate genes that function in development and fetal growth and that any 
methylation changes that occur in this region have been proven to be an instigator of metabolic 
profile reprogramming in infants (Su et al., 2016). (Vidal et al., 2014) revealed a potential correlation 
where elevated maternal stress levels were associated with greater infant DNA methylation at the 
imprinted mesoderm-specific transcript (MEST) differentially methylated gene. Loss of imprinting of 
this gene has been linked to diverse types of cancer as it plays a potential role in development 
(RefSeq, Dec 2011). Another study (Oh et al., 2013) decided to examine whether the effects of 
maternal depression have any effects on infant NR3C1 1-F promoter DNA methylation at CpG unit 
22 and 23 sites and they settled that  NR3C1 1-F promoter methylation was stronger in newborns 
who had been exposed to depressed levels of maternal depression in utero. While, (Ostlund et al., 
2016) studied the same gene but examined whether DNA methylation of the glucocorticoid receptor 
gene, NR3C1, was associated with experiences of stress by an expectant mother and fearfulness in 
her newborn and the results suggest an association between prenatal stress and NR3C1 exon 1F for 
females but not males which suggest an experience-dependent pathway to fearfulness for female 
infants. Kallak et al., 2021 examined the association between prenatal depression and DNA 
methylation and documented no CpG sites were identified relating to prenatal depression alone but 
there were DNA methylation differences in cord blood of children whose mothers had prenatal 
depression, anxiety, and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs). Kertes et al., 2017 The first 
study to examine BDNF methylation and its association with prenatal maternal stress vulnerability in 
three tissues at the same time, and the original to report an association of maternal stress and high 
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BDNF methylation in placental tissue. Findings from (Kertes et al., 2016) which examined the 
effects of persistent maternal stress and war trauma in HPA axis genes showed that significant 
methylation was linked with all four genes CRH, CRHBP, NR3C1, and FKBP5 with CRH being 
restricted to cord blood and NR3C1 in the placenta. It is essential to note that FKBP5 and CRH genes 
have been implicated in great risks of post-traumatic disorder development and peritraumatic 
dissociation (Jaksic et al., 2019). Also, (Stroud et al., 2016) detected that both placental HSD11B2 
methylation and SLC6A4 gene expression controlled the jolt of prenatal major depression disorder 
on infant cortisol regulation. Findings were affected by neonatal sex, as the strongest HSD11B2 
effects observed females and SLC6A4 only in males. One study examined the effects between 
dopamine receptor methylation and prenatal maternal stress on the methylphenidate MPH response 
in ADHD children and indicated that there was a substantial interaction effect (p = 0.0001) of CpG7 
of the DRD4 gene and prenatal stress. A birth cohort demonstrated that during the critical duration of 
in utero development, FKBP5 showed increased methylation on five CpGs located on intron 5 (Duis 
et al., 2018). Infants whose mothers reported depression during pregnancy showed high placental 
methylation levels in NR3C1 CpG2 and reported low self-management, hypotonia, and higher 
fatigue than children whose mothers did not report depression. While DNA methylation in placental 
11β-HSD-2 CpG4 infants whose mothers reported anxiety during pregnancy was greater compared to 
the control group (Conradt, Lester, Appleton, Armstrong, & Marsit, 2013). A prospective study 
(Rijlaarsdam et al., 2017) examined OXTR rs53576 genotype sensitivity for neonatal OXTR DNA 
methylation about prenatal maternal stress exposure and child autistic traits. they discovered that 
OXTR methylation levels were positively associated with social problems for OXTR rs53576 G-allele 
homozygous children but not for A-allele carriers. Another birth cohort revealed that prenatal 
maternal stress was associated with methylation sites in pathways involved with zinc finger proteins 
(Letourneau et al., 2021). Additionally, (Unternaehrer et al., 2016) investigated whether maternal 
stress and cortisol levels throughout pregnancy could be predictive of cord blood DNA methylation 
of the oxytocin receptor OXTR and there was no statistically significant association between 
maternal prenatal stress, cortisol levels, and OXTR DNA methylation. The sole study found in this 
systematic review narrowed search in human studies investigating noncoding RNA epigenetic 
modifications in maternal prenatal stress found that methylation status of the miR-30a gene is 
substantially reduced in the hippocampus and PFC of adult male and female rats whose mothers had 
been exposed to stress during the last week of gestation (Cattaneo et al., 2020). Maternal distress and 
salivary cortisol and DNA methylation of three glucocorticoid pathway genes HSD11B2, NR3C1, 
and FKBP5 in term placentas were examined about fetal movement and heart rate. Results indicated 
a modest methylation elevation of HSD11B2 with poor fetal coupling, modest FKBP5 methylation, 
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and fetal coupling (Monk et al., 2016). Lastly, the association between maternal emotional state and 
cortisol levels during pregnancy was assessed with the methylation state of the NR3C1 promoter 
region and data revealed that CpG9 was undoubtedly associated with maternal emotional wellbeing 
(Hompes et al., 2013). 
 
3.1.2 Animal studies  
In a study where pregnant mice were exposed to stress during the initial week of pregnancy, it was 
observed that males were demasculinized behaviourally and physiologically. Gene expression 
patterns in demasculinized males showed differentially expressed microRNAs in their brains that 
closely resembled that of control females (Morgan & Bale, 2011). An agricultural study in mature 
brahman cows examined DNA methylation patterns as mechanisms for altered behavior and stress 
response in prenatally stressed groups compared to controls and they found 14 genes differentially 
methylated related to the stress response and behavior in the PNS group (Littlejohn et al., 2019). 
Similarly, Cilkiz et al., 2020 examined prenatal transportation impact on DNA methylation of 
lymphocytes of suckling Brahman bull cows in their first five years of life and detected substantial 
genome-wide variations in lymphocytes of female brahman cattle owing to prenatal stress exposure 
and aging (Cilkiz et al., 2020). In contrast, rodents are generally utilized in prenatal stress models. 
Thus, to address the effect of prenatal restraint stress in pregnant rats for Reelin gene expression, rats 
suffered restrain every day for two hours. Significant methylation of the reeling gene promoter in the 
cortex of prenatally stressed newborn rates was detected, hence these results illustrated the effects of 
prenatal stress on behavior and physiology (Palacios-García et al., 2015).  Another study produced  
DNA methylation as a potential mechanism through which prenatal stress altered DNA methylation 
of Hsd11b2 gene expression between the placenta and fetal cortex which highlighted the tissue 
specificity of epigenetic effects (Jensen Peña, Monk, & Champagne, 2012).Repeated exposure to 
restraint stress also seemed to increase Bdnf methylation levels in the hippocampus and amygdala of 
prenatally stressed rats (Boersma et al., 2014). Additionally, the jolt of prenatal environment stress 
and maternal western diet was also studied and the results indicated changes in miR-10b promoter 
which led to decreased Bdnf levels in a mouse model of reduced offspring hippocampal neurogenesis 
and cognition (Ke, Huang, Fu, Lane, & Majnik, 2021)The effect of negative maternal environment 
was examined on microRNA profile and epigenetic properties in addition to Bdnf expression in 
hippocampal tissue of mice have been studied. Changes in the epigenetic profile of the miR-10b 
promotor could affect the levels of its metabolites and lower Bdnf levels which impairs hippocampal 
regions of the fetus (2021; Ke, Huang, Fu, Lane, and Majik ).The preclinical study (Dong, Tueting, 
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Matrisciano, Grayson, & Guidotti, 2016) aimed to determine the DNA methylome profile observed 
in bipolar and schizophrenic patients Accordingly, mice were exposed to repeated episodes of 
prenatal stress which resulted in increases in 5MC and 5HMC at promoter regions of Reln ,Gad1 and 
Bdnf genes which are correlated with social interaction and locomotor activity. To look at the long-
term impact of exercise before pregnancy on prenatally stress-induced alterations (Luft et al., 2020), 
implemented a prenatal restraint stress model where mice showed fear and anxiety behavior and they 
noticed that pregestational exercise may reduce developmental modifications that are triggered by 
prenatal stress in a sex-dependent fashion through regulation of Crhr1 gene in females and histone 3 
acetylation in males. Another study examined the effects of genipin (a chemical compound found in 
Genipa Americana fruit extract) on the progeny of prenatally stressed mice and discovered that 
vulnerability to stress during pregnancy decreased expression of dnmt1, hippocampal Bdnf due to 
methylation on promoter sites (Ye, Zhang, Fan, Zhang, & Dong, 2018). Exploring molecular 
modifications in the premature brain development of mouse embryos exposed to the mother's gene-
environment allowed (Sjaarda et al., 2017) to find that the offspring of Slc6a4 (+/+) dams showed 
significantly altered methylation profiles, 157 differential expressions of miRNAs, altered expression 
of 1009 genes involved in neuronal development and cell adhesion pathways. This inadequate 
response could lead to a stronger risk of developing ASD-like syndromes in offspring of prenatally 
stressed mothers. Monteleone et al., 2013, analyzed the impact of prenatal stress on Gmp6a gene 
expression an epigenetic mechanism involved, and results show that prenatal stress led to the 
overexpression of miR-133b which affected Gmp6a levels. The Gmp6a gene is found in the 
hippocampus and it functions in neuronal growth, filopodium/spine formation, synapse formation, 
and filipodium movement (Monteleone et al., 2013). An association study examined the impact of 
chronic unpredictable prenatal stress on memory and epigenetic measures (histone and DNA 
methylation) in epigenetic offspring and found that acetylated histone H3 (Lys 14) levels decreased 
in the dorsal hippocampus due to prenatal stress in both sexes, but more in females and Dnmt1 levels 
increased significantly in females only. These findings suggest that prenatal stress could 
epigenetically alter the hippocampus especially in females (Benoit, Rakic, & Frick, 2015). A 
genome-wide hippocampal DNA methylation study in 5-Htt × prenatal stress model showed a 
differentially methylated region in the gene encoding myelin basic protein (Mbp) which increased 
depression-like behavior, especially in female offspring. These results insinuate that the molecular 
mechanisms behind the behavioral effects are promoter methylation-dependent (Schraut et al., 2014). 
A locus-specific methylation analysis based study (Blaze et al., 2017) aimed to characterize changes 
in Bdnf iv DNA methylation and telomere length through different adult rat brain regions after 
unpredictable variable prenatal stress and found that male offspring exhibited higher levels of Bdnf iv 
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methylation in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) in contrast to non-stressed males and stressed 
females. Another interesting finding from this study is that stressed animals tended to have shorter 
telomeres than controls in their mPFC (Blaze et al., 2017). Methylation levels of Pdlim5 promoter 
showed great gender differences in prenatally stressed offspring rats and offspring showed a 
significant decrease in sucrose preference and an increase in immobility time. Also, Pdlim5 is found 
in hippocampal neurons at their presynaptic nerve endings. The results offer a new mechanism of 
interest for understanding depression and provide experimental evidence for sex-biased precise 
treatment (Lu et al., 2020).Another interesting genome-wide study studied placental expression 
genes in PS mice and hypothesized that the stress response is sex-biased in mice. Findings from this 
study showed that the hypothalamic gene expression in addition to epigenetic miRNAs in the 
neonatal brain of placental specific hemizygous Ogt gene was significantly altered (Howerton, 
Morgan, Fischer, & Bale, 2013). A preclinical study that offers a suitable model for studying 
behavioral and epigenetic changes in patients without depression investigated the impact of 
gestational stress and found that prenatally stressed offspring exhibited decreased expression of Bdnf 
and AcH3K14 in the hippocampus, increased expression of Dnmt1, Hdac1, and Hdac2. (Zheng, Fan, 
Zhang, & Dong, 2016). Similarly, results from a study that examined if there are any sex differences 
in the epigenetic profile of PS rats showed that PS increased anxiety-like behavior in females, while 
depression-like behavior was more common in male offspring. These differences in methylation 
patterns are more likely due to the role of Dnmt1 and demethylase which could have implications for 
the management of stress-related disorders (Lei, Wu, Gu, Ji, & Yang, 2020). DNA epigenetic 
modifications in the basolateral amygdala of pregnant mice are associated with the development of 
an anxiety-like phenotype. These animals exhibited an anxiety-like phenotype, which was 
accompanied by an increase in Dnmt1 and a reduction in Gad1 expression (Zhu et al., 2018).One 
study examined the effects of prenatal restraint stress on anxiety- and depression-related behavior in 
both male and female adult Sprague-Dawley rats and their epigenetic profiles. During pregnancy, the 
expression of 948 and 44 genes was affected by prenatal stress. These genes were differentially 
expressed by PS in male and female offspring. Prenatal stress significantly increases the levels of 
anxiety and depression-related behavior in male rats, but not in female offspring (Van den Hove et 
al., 2013). It has been hypothesized that maternal PTSD could delay the development of the 
offspring's physical and behavioral abilities. The mechanism involved could be a dysregulated 
whole-genome methylation which affects gene expression and changes in neurotransmitters (Zhang 
et al., 2016). An animal model shows that prenatal restraint stress (PRS) triggers epigenetic changes 
in certain genes (Bdnf) that are implicated in schizophrenia (SZ). Adult offspring exhibit behavioral 
abnormalities that are like those seen in patients with SZ. These changes are associated with changes 
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in the molecular components of the brain (Dong et al., 2015). Research by (Mychasiuk, Ilnytskyy, 
Kovalchuk, Kolb, & Gibb, 2011) revealed that prenatal stress can affect long-term brain 
development where mild prenatal stress increased global DNA methylation levels in the brain's 
frontal cortex and hippocampus and high prenatal stress showed a great decrease. High prenatal 
stress slowed the development of sensorimotor skills and decreased locomotion, and the effects of 
prenatal stress on the developing brain were different for both males and females. 
Another study revealed that prenatal stress is linked to the demethylation of the promoter of the Crh 
gene, which leads to higher levels of anxiety and hyperresponsiveness in adolescent life stages (Xu, 
Sun, Gao, Cai, & Shi, 2014). The demethylation of CpG-dinucleotides in the promoter of the Crh 
protein was observed in rats prenatally stressed. These results suggest that the stress-induced by 
pregnancy alters the normal HPA function of the promoter. Another animal study (Mueller & Bale, 
2008), found that male offspring exposed to stress early in gestation displayed maladaptive 
behavioral stress responsivity, anhedonia, and increased sensitivity to selective serotonin reuptake 
inhibitor treatment. Long-term alterations in central Crf and GR expression, as well as increased 
HPA axis responsivity, were present in these mice and likely contributed to elevated stress 
sensitivity. 
3.2 Epigenetic mechanisms associated with prenatal stress 
As for the epigenetic mechanisms underlying prenatal stress studied in humans, twenty-nine studies 
examined DNA methylation (locus specific: 18 and genome wide association study: 8) and only one 
study focused on noncoding RNAs. In contrast, the epigenetic mechanisms studies in animals 
included, eighteen studies on DNA methylation (locus specific: 11 and genome wide: 7), four on 
histone modifications (locus specific: 2 and genome wide: 2) and eight on noncoding RNA mainly 
miRNAs (locus specific: 2 and genome wide: 7). 
3.3 Epigenetic profiling methods used in maternal prenatal stress 
The methods used in DNA methylation and noncoding RNA epigenetic profiling in human studies 
were a) bisulfite pyrosequencing in eleven studies, PCR in two studies, and Microarrays in 7 studies, 
and Infinium methylation 450 Bead chip arrays in ten studies. Methods used animal studies were: a) 
bisulfite pyrosequencing in 6 studies, b) PCR in thirteen studies (qRT- PCR: 4, RT-PCR: 5, qPCR : 
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3.3.1 Human studies 
           Table 3 Methods used according to the type of study, epigenetic modification and tissue type. 
Author 
Type of study & 
Epigenetic modification 
Method (s) used Tissue type 
(Cao-Lei et al., 
2014) 
Follow up comparative 
study, DNA methylation 
Infinium Human Methylation 450 
BeadChip Array, Bisulfite treatment 
and pyrosequencing 
blood cells and 
saliva samples 
(Oberlander et al., 
2008) 
Association study, locus 
specific DNA methylation 
bisulfite pyrosequencing. cord blood and 
salivary cortisol 
(Cao-Lei et al., 
2015) 
longitudinal study, Global 
DNA methylation 
Infinium Human Methylation 450 
BeadChip Array, 







Birth Cohort, locus 




method using PyroMark Q24 
pyrosequencer 
salivary cortisol  
and buccal swabs 





GWAS, DNA methylation 
study 
Illumina Infinium Human 
Methylation450 BeadChip 
umbilical cord 
blood of neonates 
(Vangeel et al., 
2015) 
Birth cohort, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
study 
Sequenom EpiTYPER. cord blood 
(Santos et al., 2021) Descriptive cohort, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
analysis 
bisulphite pyrosequencing. Blood samples 
(Wikenius et al., 
2019) 
Longitudinal epigenome-
wide study, DNA 
methylation 
Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation 
450 BeadChip. 
saliva cells, 
(Perroud et al., 
2014) 
longitudinal study, Locus 
DNA methylation analysis 
bisulfite conversion, pyrosequencing peripheral blood 
leukocytes 
(Montoya-Williams 
et al., 2017) 
Descriptive cohort, locus 
specific DNA methylation 
Illumina 
Human methylation 450 Bead Chip 
Cord blood 
(Solomonova et al., 
2019) 
Longitudinal study, DNA 
methylation 
vasopressin methylation analysis Saliva samples 
(Trump et al., 2016) Clinical Trial & DNA 
methylation 
Whole genome bisulfite sequencing 
(WGBS), Validation analysis: 
MassARRAY and qPCR 
whole blood 
samples 
(Vangeel et al., 
2017) 
Cohort, DNA methylation HumanMethylation450 BeadChip and 
EpiTYPER 
Cord blood 
(Grasso et al., 2020) Association study, DNA 
methylation 




(Mansell et al., 
2016) 
cohort study, DNA 
methylation 
Sequenom MassArray Platform cord blood 
mononuclear cells 
(Vidal et al., 2014) Genome wide association 
study, DNA methylation 
bisulfite pyrosequencing Peripheral cord 
blood 
(Oh et al., 2013) Descriptive study, locus 
specific DNA methylation 
Sequenom EpiTYPER system saliva and cord 
blood 
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(Ostlund et al., 
2016) 
Comparative study, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
Bisulfite Pyrosequencing DNA 
Methylation Analysis 
Buccal cells from 
each infant 
(Kallak et al., 2021) DNA methylation, 
Association study 
Bisulfte conversion of DNA Cord blood 
(Kertes et al., 2017) Cohort, Locus specific 
DNA methylation 
Epigenotyping using Illumina 
HumanMethylation450 BeadChips and 
Sodium bisulfate sequencing 
umbilical cord 
blood, placental 
tissue, and maternal 
venous blood 
(Kertes et al., 2016) Association study, DNA 
methylation, locus specific 
Illumina HumanMethylation450 
BeadChips 
neonatal cord blood, 
placenta, and 
maternal blood 
(Stroud et al., 2016) Descriptive study, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
bisulfite Pyrosequencing System 
(Qiagen) 
Placenta samples 
Kim, Kim, Shin, & 
Kim, 2018) 
Prospective study, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
bisulfite sequencing whole blood 
(Duis et al., 2018) Birth cohort, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
analysis 





Birth Cohort, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 




acid extraction, and 
bisulfite 
modification 
(Rijlaarsdam et al., 
2017) 
Prospective study, Locus 
specific DNA methylation 
Illumina Infinium 
HumanMethylation450 BeadChips, 
cord blood samples, 
(Letourneau et al., 
2021) 
Birth Cohort, Locus DNA 
methylation study 
IlluminaHumanMethylation450 array 3-month-old blood 
samples 
(Unternaehrer et al., 
2016) 
Cross-sectional study, 
Locus specific DNA 
methylation 
OXTR DNA methylation was 









Methylated DNA immunoprecipitation 
(MeDIP) analysis and Gene and 









(Monk et al., 2016) Prospective study, DNA 
methylation locus specific 
Placental CpG methylation in the three 
genes was analysed using 450K 
Beadchips and bisulfite sequencing 
salivary cortisol and 
placental tissue 
(Hompes et al., 
2013) 
Association study, locus 
specific DNA methylation 
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3.3.2 Animal studies  
 
Table 4 Methods used according to the species, type of study, epigenetic modification and tissue type. 
Author  Species 
Type of study & 
Epigenetic modification  
Method (s) used Tissue type 
 





Comparative study & 
miRNAs 
Custom Taqman qRT-
PCR Array, Tail 
suspension test. 
Whole brains 















 Comparison study, DNA 
methylation 
western blot and DNA 
methylation assay -
Conventional PCR and 
behavioral tests 
Adrenal glands, 
E20 fetal brains 
(frontal, parietal 
and retroslpenial 
brain sections ) 






Behavioural study, DNA 
methylation 
Purified DNA was 
analyzed (EpigenDX) for 














whole blood cells 




coding RNA (miRNA) 
Quantitative real time 





entire brains of 
male newborn 
offspring 
(Boersma et al., 
2014) 
Rats 
Association locus specific 







(Ke, Huang, Fu, 





coding RNA (miRNA) 
RT-PCR, pyrosequencing 














using MeDIP, ChIP assays 
Frontal cortex 
samples 
(Luft et al., 2020)  Mouse 
Comparative study, 
Histone modifications 
EpiQuiK Global Histone 
H3 Acetylation 
Assay Kit  
Prefrontal cortex 




analysis - and 
blood samples 
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(Ye, Zhang, Fan, 












(Sjaarda et al., 
2017) 
Mouse  
Scientific report, Genome 
wide DNA methylation 
Whole genome profiling  
of methylome, 
transcriptome and miRNA 




tissue from 3 
placentas and 3 








Locus specific DNA 
methylation and miRNA 
retrotranscription and 
qPCR to identify miRNA 





(Benoit, Rakic, & 
Frick, 2015) 
Mouse 
Association study, both 
locus DNA methylation 
& Histone modification 
 Measure levels of 
acetylated H3 at lysine-14 
(AcH3Lys14) using 
western blotting 

















(MeDIP) on Affymetrix 
GeneChip Mouse 
Promoter 1.0 R arrays 
Hippocampal 
tissue 
(Blaze et al., 2017) Rats 




converted and direct 
bisulfite-sequencing PCR 
(BSP) was used to 











qRT-PCR and western 






& Bale, 2013) 
Mouse 
Genome wide association 
study, miRNA 
modification 
 Taqman Array 








Zhang, & Dong, 
2016) 
Mouse 
DNA methylation and 
histone modifications 
RT-qPCR, Western blot , 






(Lei, Wu, Gu, Ji, 
& Yang, 2020) 
Rats 
Preclinical study. Locus 
specific methylation  
pyrosequencing, western 
blotting, and Golgi 




(Zhu et al., 2018) Mouse 
Preclinical study, DNA 
methylation and Histone 
modifications 
. Real-time RT-PCR, 




entire brains and 
basolateral 
amygdala 
(Van den Hove et 
al., 2013) 
Rats  





























3.4 Genes, miRNAs, and histone proteins in Prenatal maternal stress 
 
The most common genes associated with maternal prenatal stress found in human studies were: 
NR3C1 in eight studies, FKBP5 in five studies, IGF2 in three studies, BDNF in two, SLC6A4 in 
two, HSD11B2 in two studies, LTA in two, PC2 in two studies, and CRH in two studies. In 
contrast to animal studies where in animal studies the common genes found were: BDNF in 






(Zhang et al., 
2016) 
Rats 
 Genome wide association 
study, DNA methylation 
gene expression profile 
chip tests, and methylated 
DNA 
immunoprecipitation 
sequencing (MeDIP-Seq)  
blood samples 
(Dong et al., 2015) Mouse 
Preclinical study, Histone 
and DNA methylation 
MeDIP, hMeDIP kits ,and  
chromatin 
immunoprecipitation 
(ChIP) assays . 





& Gibb, 2011) 
Rats 
Genome wide association 
study, DNA methylation 
qRT-PCR 
The frontal cortex 
and hippocampus 









(MeDIP) analysis and 
Gene and miRNA 
expression analyses by 









(Niknazar et al., 
2016) 
Rats 
 Compartive study, DNA 
methylation locus specific 
real-time PCR and 




 (Mueller & Bale, 
2008) 
Mouse 




by EpigenDx, TaqMan 
Gene Expression Assay 
Adult brain tissue 
collection from 




(Xu, Sun, Gao, 




 Locus specific DNA 
methylation study 
Genomic DNA Extraction 
and Bisulfite Sequencing 
 hypothalamus 
 

















 Image extracted from https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29344930/ (Sosnowska et al., 2018). 
4. Discussion  
The present systematic review resulted in multiple findings for the association between maternal 
prenatal stress, DNA methylation, histone modifications, non-coding RNA changes, methods used, 
and genes found. The primary finding of this systematic review is that the prenatal period is a critical 
time for neonatal development and that maternal prenatal stress could regulate the epigenome of the 
fetus through epigenetic modifications. The aim of this study is to examine the effects of epigenetics 
in maternal prenatal stress. The exclusive design of the review, which included DNA methylation, 
histone modification, and noncoding RNA studies, yielded more information that can strengthen 
interpretations of the findings. One is the understanding of factors that can cause null findings, such 
as effect size, sample size, and method limitations. Another advantage of this review was the holistic 
search that was done to identify which genes were associated with prenatal stress and what kind of 
epigenetic modifications are most common. Also, narrowing down the search to psychological 
stressors instead of environmental factors can help yield a more clear and focused understanding of 
what are the associations between maternal mental health state and the effects on offspring. The most 
frequently studied stressors reported in this review in animal studied comprised restraint stress with 
slight variations in durations and cycles in each study such as variable stress, chronic variable stress, 
fear /anxiety behavior, and chronic unpredictable stress model with light cycle disruptions. While in 
human studies, this review focused on psychological or psychosocial stressors such as major 
Table (5) Protein coding genes and their relevance in the HPA axis response.  
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depression disorder (MDD), depression-like symptoms, anxiety/anxiety-like symptoms, and post-
traumatic stress disorder PTSD (Ruiz and Fullerton, 1999). 
    Given the limited search approach, multiple findings were evident. First, most studies found a 
modest association between prenatal maternal stress and epigenetics which suggests that prolonged 
exposure to maternal prenatal stress can most likely affect the transcriptome of the offspring possibly 
through epigenetic mechanisms (Beydoun and Saftlas, 2008, Eriksson, 2010). However, more studies 
are needed to assess the behavioral phenotype. The exact mechanism through which maternal 
prenatal stress is still not yet fully understood since many factors come into interplay. However, one 
link that can be explained between maternal and fetal cortisol has been suggested as a possible 
explanation for the effects of antenatal maternal stress on the fetus (Glover, 2015). It is hypothesized 
that cortisol can cross the placenta and that the placental enzyme 11β-HSD2 exhibits protective 
effects to the fetus through conversion of cortisol to cortisone before crossing the placenta which 
leads to the formation of cortisol gradient between the mother and the fetus. Therefore, some cortisol 
still manages to cross to the fetus, thus elevating fetal glucocorticoid levels (Seckl and Holmes, 
2007). Second, that DNA methylation is the most studied epigenetic modification in human and 
animal studies while histone modifications and non-coding RNA are less studied. However, multiple 
studies were found highlighting the importance of the miRNA-30 family and their role in mediating 
the effect of chronic stress on hippocampal neurogenesis in mice (Khandelwal et al., 2019).Similarly, 
miR-132 was commonly reported in multiple studies and has been shown to play a role in the 
regulation of neural activity and neuroplasticity  (Zheng et al., 2013), and low hippocampus synaptic 
plasticity in depression and stress (Pittenger and Duman, 2008). Also, miR-10b promotor could 
influence overexpression levels of miR-10b-5-p which lowers Bdnf levels in prenatally stressed mice 
and leads to hampered hippocampal neurogenesis and altered cognition (2021; Ke, Huang, Fu, Lane, 
and Majnik ).Third, genome-wide studies were more common in human studies than in animals and 
the most widely used method used is Infinium HumanMethylation450 Bead Chip since it is cost-
effective and covers over 450,000 methylation sites per sample, has high specificity and sensitivity. 
While locus-specific methods used mainly PCR methods using bisulfite sequencing and 
pyrosequencing because it determines T/C intensity ratio which leads to accurate analysis of short 
DNA stretches less than 150 base pairs.  Fourth, is that NR3C1 and FKBP5 (Grasso et al., 2020) 
genes which are part of the glucocorticoid pathway were the most studied in human studies where 
they showed the strongest association between prenatal stress and epigenetics (Perroud et al., 2014, 
Braithwaite, Kundakovic, Ramchandani, Murphy, & Champagne, 2015, Oberlander et al., 2008, 
Perroud et al., 2014, Oh et al., 2013, Ostlund et al., 2016, Conradt, Lester, Appleton, Armstrong, & 
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Marsit, 2013, Hompes et al., 2013). BDNF and DNMT1 were the most studied in animal studies and 
showed a strong association. BDNF is a growth factor that is involved in neurodevelopment and has 
been considered as an epigenetic marker of early life stress when its expression is altered (Korsching, 
1993, Whitaker-Azmitia et al., 1996). Some genes that were less studied provided some interesting 
insights, for example, lymphotoxin alpha (LTA) gene which is part of the tumor necrosis factor 
family gene, and Neuroendocrine protein 7B2 (SCG5- chaperone protein for PC2), proprotein 
convertase PC2 which function in regulating the innate and adaptive immune system are both highly 
associated with aim maternal prenatal stress (Zhang et al., 2016, Cao-Lei et al., 2014). Henceforth, 
the interactions between genes from different biological pathways could help explain the complexity 
of the process of epigenetic regulation. It is also possible that prenatal stress could lead to epigenetic 
genome-wide changes (Cao-Lei et al., 2015b, Cao-Lei et al., 2014). Most of the methylated genes 
play a part in a specific pathway and only represent a small part of the mechanism, for example, the 
FKBP5 gene plays a significant in ovarian steroidogenesis. It's rather difficult to determine whether 
the methylated genes result from causation or a consequence of other confounding factors. When 
investigating the developmental properties of multicellular organisms, reductionism seems to have its 
shortcomings (Fang & Casadevall, 2011, Mazzocchi, 2008, Regenmortel, 2004). To detect the 
associated phenotype from a genotype needs more than the parts. An understanding of the 
interactions during different parts of development is crucial (Perrimon et al., 2012). While causation 
cannot be established, it was common to detect that some of these genes and others were 
differentially expressed in a sex-dependent manner in stressed male and female offspring as reported 
by seven studies found in this systematic review (Mychasiuk, Ilnytskyy, Kovalchuk, Kolb, & Gibb, 
2011) (Van den Hove et al., 2013) (Lei, Wu, Gu, Ji, & Yang, 2020) (Lu et al., 2020) (Blaze et al., 
2017) (Benoit, Rakic, & Frick, 2015) (Ye, Zhang, Fan, Zhang, & Dong, 2018). This is not surprising 
since the brain exhibits a bipotential characteristic and develops under the impact of sex-specific 
steroid hormones and genetic factors in sex chromosomes in females and males throughout the 
prenatal critical period (Corbier et al., 1992). It's also crucial to note that in rodents, brain 
organization occurs postnatally from P0 to P10, while in humans it occurs throughout the second 
trimester McCarthy et al., 2009). Animal studies highlighted the importance of the hippocampus as a 
crucial area in the HPA stress response, where chronic stress is accompanied by a decrease of the 
glucocorticoid receptor in the hippocampus (Kitraki et al., 1999). Studies on maternal stress reveal 
that it can change the development of the fetus and increase the risk of various disorders in adulthood 
(Charil et al., 2010, Glover, 2011). The timing of stress exposure during pregnancy is also a 
significant factor in epigenetic studies (Veru et al., 2014a). It has been shown that maternal stress at 
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the early stages is associated with epigenetic changes that are more significant than those at later 
stages of pregnancy (Hompes et al., 2013, Mueller and Bale, 2008, Oberlander et al., 2008b).  
In conclusion, exposure to maternal prenatal stress could cause epigenetic changes in neonates in 
both animals and humans. In this systematic review, locus-specific and genome-wide association 
studies in humans and animals studying maternal prenatal stress along with the epigenetic 
modifications were outlined and summarized. This paper also briefly discussed the current trends and 
methods being used in epigenetic profiling and genes that are commonly associated with prenatal 
stress.  
 
4.1 Limitations  
4.1.1 Limitations within the literature 
Although the current review provided useful findings, it should be noted that future studies should 
focus on the role of other epigenetic modifications besides DNA methylation in the development of 
infants. The first is that the gestation cycle of mice is short in contrast to humans doesn't accurately 
model prenatal stress. Second, is that studies on genes other than NR3C1 should be performed in the 
infant epigenome since it will expand our understanding of maternal prenatal stress and the 
epigenetic mechanisms involved. Third, the lack of specificity of prenatal stress timing occurrence 
has prevented many studies from estimating when prenatal stress took place. Fourth, the lack of 
assessments of relevant covariates is a limitation of the current literature. Studies that exclude 
participants who do not have covariates can exclude key findings and biases. Finally, most studies 
conducted on DNA methylation only drew data from saliva and peripheral blood samples, which 
may limit the generalizability and usefulness of their findings (Benvenisty et al., 1985). Also, the 
sample size was an issue across studies, which could make it hard to detect all potential effects. This 
limitation should not be ignored in studies related to DNA methylation It should also be noted that 
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4.1.2 Limitations within this review  
This review has several limitations. The first limitation of this study is the small sample of literature 
found which yielded 59 articles this was because of limiting the search procedure to one database 
PUBMED/MEDLINE and excluding environmental stressors in epigenetics which is studied 
extensively compared to maternal prenatal stress. Second, the replication of this study is needed 
since the method and the search terms could have included possible study selection bias. Third, the 
review is limited to genes involved in the HPA axis mainly in the glucocorticoid pathway, 
serotonergic pathway, and some genes in the immune system. This is important to consider since the 
HPA axis involves the gut microbiota and the immune system, whose genes could have yielded a 
more comprehensive understanding of the underlying mechanisms of stress. Fourth, the genes 
discussed were the ones that are most found more than once in the studies. Finally, it is possible that 
the search procedure could have inadvertently selected studies that did not discuss the link between 
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